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Earth grow n narcissus 

Grade: 
The Best Grade. (20 Pieces). Each bulb having 6-8 stems 

First Grade (30 Pieces) Each bulb having 4-6 

stems with possibly 6-12 flowers on each stem. 

Second Grade(40 Pieces). Each bulb having 3-4 

stems with possibly 5-10 flowers on each stem. 

Third Grade (50 Pieces) Each bulb having 1-3 

stems with possibly 5-9) flowers on each stern. 

Packing: 
In carton. 

The Best Grade, each carton contains 20 bulbs 

First Grade, each carton contains 30 bulbs. 

Second Grade. each carton contains 40 bulbs. 

Third Grade, each carton contains 50 bulbs. 
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Various Shapes carved and modelled 
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Various Shapes carved and modelled
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±Sk5nfttitIteg*1W0Earth grown narcissus **Mfg atri*1111.water cultivated narcissus

Grade:The Best Grade, (20 Pieces). Each bulb having 6-8 stems
First Grade (30 Piece) Each bulb having 4-6
stems with possibly 6-12 flowers on each stem.Second Grade(*) Pieces). Each bulb having :1-4
stems with possibly 5-10 flowers on each stem.Third Grade (50 Pieces) Each bulb having 1-3
stems with possibly 5-9) flowers on each stem.

Packing:In carton.The Rest Grade, each carton contains 20 bulbsFirst Grade, each carton contains :10 bulbs.Second Grade, each carton contains -10 bulbs.
Third Grade, each carton contains 50 bulbs.
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Narcissus Bulbs 
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Carving and modelling 

(1) Insert the knife into the flower 	(2) Peel the bud scales off. 
head about 1 cm above the roots. 	gi.0g11311. 
titt TE-  MEM 813C --.1/:-`xlEiti7J 

zhangzhou yi-chun 

NARCISSUS'. 
Yichun Narcissus is a specialty of Zhangzhou, Fujian province, where its cultivation 

dates back from 500 years ago. The narcissus is outstanding amidst various kinds of 

narcissus from elsewhere. The reason why it has come out first, established itself sup—

erbly in the floral world and become reknown at home and abroad is that the good 

natural environment in Zhangzhou and the exquisite horticultural techniques mastered 

by the florists have enable the bulbs to grow especially large, their stems and flowers 

to increase and the blossoming period to prolong. As such, the narcissus has long been 

a traditional commodity for export from Fujian. 

Narcissus in Yichun Zhangzhou is propagated by separated spherus. It takes three years 

to grow a full size bulb out of a spherus taken down from the two year old parant 

bulb on which it grows. That is. the spherus should be planted three times in three 

years before it can be put on the market. And then the fully grown narcissus heads 

are graded and packed for sale according to their sizes. 

There are two sorts of narcissus flowers in Yichun including the simplex-petalled 

"Gold Cup" with white segments and golden corona and the duplex-petalled 

Leaves". 

The cultivation of narcissus can be done either by simple method or by carving and 

modelling The simple method cultivated narcissus includes earth-grown ones and the 

water-cultivated ones. In cultivating earth-grown narcissus, bulbs are moved to grow 

in sandy soil and to be watered regularly. Should they be exposed to the sun and mo—

istened by dew they would grow sturdy and strong. It will take about forty days for 

the bulb to begin blossoming if cultivated in this way. The method of cultivating 

narcissus in water is 	also easy, just by cutting open the bulb on both the front and 

the rear sides from near the roots (but don't cut too deep lest the flower sprouts should 

be injured). soaking it in water for 24 hours, washing away the mucus flowing out 

and then planting it 'in the disc with clear water. The water must be replaced once 

a day or once every two 	days. If it is cultivated in this way for about 30 days, the 

flowers will come into full blossom. 

Carving and modelling is a process artificially done on narcissus heads After the 

process, the leaves and the stems will grow into the shape you desire. Narcissus head 

can be carved into various shapes with distinct features by adroitly guiding the growth 

according to circumstances. Thousands of novel and charming shapes will thus appear, 

such as "a Peacock Displaying its Pretty Tail Feathers", "a Cock Heralding the Break 

of Day", a basket of flowers, a flower ball, etc. 

(3) Cut the leafbud scales off the 
	

(4) Pare the edge off a leaf. 
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Narcissus Bulbs
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Carving and modelling

(I) Insert the knife into the flowerhead about 1 cm above the roots.1I2rE511116 1(9-14̀fillt27J.
(2) Peel the bud scales off.

zhangzhou yi-chunNARCISSUS."
iiehun NareISSUS is it specialty of Zhangzhou. Fujian province, when. its mite:won

dates back from 500 years ago. The narcissus is outstanding amidst various kinds of
narcissus from elsewhere. The reason why it has come out find. established itself sup-
erbly in the floral world and become reknown at home and abroad is that the good
natural environment in Zhangthou and the exquisite horticultural technique; mastered
by the florists have enable the bulbs to grow especially large, their stems and flowers
to increase and the blossoming period to prolong. As such, the narcissus has long been
a traditional commodity for export from Fujian.

Narcissus in Tichun Zhang-thou is propagated by separated spherus. It takes three years
to grow a full site bulb out of a spherus taken down from the two year old parant
bulb on which it grows. That is. the spherus should he planted three times in three
Yeats before it can he put on the market. And then the fully grown narcissus heads
are graded and packed for sale according to their sizes.

There are two sorts of narcissus flowers in Yirhun including the eimplex•petallel
'told Cup" with white segments and golden corona and the duplex•petalled
Leaves".
The cultivation of narcissus can be done either by simple method or by carving and

modelling The simple method cultivated narcissus includes earth•grown one, and the
water•eultivated ones. In cultivating earth.grown narcissus, bulbs are moved to grow
in sandy soil and to be watered regularly. Should they he exposed to the sun and mo-
istened IlY dew they would grow sturdy and strong. It will take about forty days for
the bulb to begin blossoming if cultivated in this way. The method of cultivating
narcissus in water is also easy, just by cutting open the bulb on both the front and
the rear sides from near the routs (but don't cut too deep lest the flower sprouts should
be injured). soaking It In water for 24 hours, washing away the mucus flowing out
and then planting It the disc with clear water. The water must be replaced once
a day or once every two days. If it is cultivated in this way for about 30 days. the
flowers will come into full blossom.Carving and modelling is a process artificially done on narcissus beads After the
process, the leaves and the stems will grow into the shape you desire. Narcissus head
an he carved into various shape with distinct features by adroitly guiding the growth
according to circumstance'. Thousands of novel and charming shapes will thus appear.
such as "a Pescodc Displaying its Pretty Tail Feathers-. "a Cock Heralding the Break
of Day". a basket of flowers, a flower ball, etc.
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